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Abstrat. We provide a uniform framework for the analysis of programswith proedures and expliit, unbounded, fork/join parallelism overingnot only bitvetor problems like reahing de�nitions or live variables butalso non-bitvetor problems like simple onstant propagation. Due totheir strutural similarity to the sequential ase, the resulting algorithmsare as eÆient as their widely aepted sequential ounterparts, and theyan easily be integrated in existing program analysis environments likee.g. MetaFrame or PAG. We are therefore onvined that our methodwill soon �nd its way into industrial-sale omputer systems.
Keywords: Inter-proedural program analysis, expliit parallelism, bitvetorproblems, simple onstant propagation, oinidene theorems.1 IntrodutionThe analysis of parallel programs is known as a notoriously hard problem. Evenwithout proedures and with only bounded parallelism the analysis typially suf-fers from the so-alled state explosion problem: in general, already the requiredontrol strutures grow exponentially with the number of parallel omponents.Bitvetor analyses, dominant in most pratial ompilers, esape this problemin the ontext of fork/join-parallelism [11, 9℄: a simple pre-proess is suÆient toadapt sequential intra-proedural bitvetor analyses to diretly work on parallelow graphs whih onisely and expliitly represent the program's parallelism.Key for this adaptation was to hange from a property analysis (diretly assoi-ating program points with properties) to an e�et analysis1 assoiating programpoints with a property transformer resembling the e�et of the `preeding' pro-gram fragment. The simpliity of the adaption results from the fat that bitvetoranalyses an oneptually be \slied" into separate analyses for eah individualbit-omponent eah of whih only requires the onsideration of a three-pointtransformer domain.In order to handle also proedures and unbounded parallelism, Esparza andKnoop observed that the desribed problem pro�le also admits an automata1 Seond-order analysis in the terminology of [11℄.



theoreti treatment [5℄. This observation has been arefully developed by Esparzaand Podelski in [6℄. The resulting algorithm requires involved onepts, like e.g.tree automata, and, from a program analyzer's perspetive, the results are ratherindiret: the reahability analysis omputes regular sets haraterizing the set ofstates satisfying a partiular property. More preisely, the algorithm treats eahbit-omponent of the analysis separately. For eah suh omponent an automataonstrution is required whih is linear in the produt of the size of the programand the size of an automaton desribing reahable on�gurations. The latterautomaton an grow linearly in the size of the program as well { implying thatthe analysis of eah omponent is at least quadrati in the program size.In this paper we present a muh more diret framework for the inter-proeduralanalysis of fork/join parallel programs. We propose a onstraint-based approahwhih naturally arises from an algebrai reformulation of the intra-proeduralmethod presented in [11, 9℄. Our approah losely resembles the lassial under-standing of bitvetor analysis, has a omplexity whih is linear in the programsize and admits elegant, algebrai proofs. Summarizing, we ontribute to thestate of the art by1. Providing a uniform haraterization of the aptured analysis pro�le whihsimultaneously addresses all involved program entities, e.g., all program vari-ables at one for live variable analysis or all program expressions at one foravailability of expressions. Moreover, this pro�le goes beyond pure bitvetoranalyses as it e.g. also aptures simple onstant propagation [9℄.2. Basing our development on a onstraint haraterization of valid parallelexeution paths: the onstraint system for the atual analyses simply resultsfrom an abstrat interpretation [3, 4, 2℄ of this haraterization.3. Presenting a framework whih supports algebrai reasoning. E.g., the prooffor proposition 2(3) { resembling the entral Main Lemma of [11℄ { straight-forwardly evolves from our pro�le haraterization.4. Guaranteeing essentially the same performane as for purely inter-proeduralbitvetor analyses by exploiting the results of a generalized possible interfer-ene analysis [11℄.As a onsequene, the presented framework is tightly tailored for the intendedappliation area. It diretly assoiates the program points with the requiredinformation based on lassial onstraint solving through (e.g., worklist based)�xpoint iteration. This an be exploited to obtain simple implementations inurrent program analysis generators likeDFA& OPT MetaFrame [10℄ or PAG[1℄, whih provide all the required �xpoint iteration mahinery.The paper is organized as follows. After formally introduing expliitly parallelprograms with proedures in setion 2, we de�ne the notion of parallel exeutionpaths in setion 3, and speify our analysis problem in setion 4. Setion 5then presents a preise e�et analysis for proedures, whih is the basis for thepreise inter-proedural reahability analysis given in setion 6. Finally, setion7 disusses possible extensions of our formal development, while setion 8 givesour onlusions and perspetives.



2 Programs as Control-ow GraphsWe assume that programs are given as (annotated) ontrol-ow graphs (fg's forshort). An edge in the fg either is a all of a single proedure, a parallel all totwo proedures, or a basi omputation step. An example of suh a fg is given in�gure 1. There, we only visualized the annotation of all and parallel all edges.Observe that this fg indeed introdues an unbounded number of instanes ofproedure q running in parallel.
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Fig. 1. An Example Control-ow Graph.

Formally, a ontrol-ow graph G for a program with proedures and expliitparallelism onsists of a �nite set Pro of proedures together with a olletionGp; p 2 Pro, of disjoint intra-proedural ontrol-ow graphs. We assume thatthere is one speial proedure main with whih program exeution starts. Theintra-proedural ontrol-ow graph Gp of a proedure p onsists of:{ A set Np of program points;{ A speial entry point s 2 Np as well as a speial return point r 2 Np;{ A set of edges Ep � Np �Np;{ A subset Cp � Ep of all edges where for e 2 Cp, all e = p denotes thatedge e alls the proedure p; and �nally,{ A subset Pp � Ep of parallel all edges where for e 2 Pp, all e = p1 jj p2denotes that edge e alls the proedures p1 and p2 in parallel.Edges whih are not ontained in Cp or Pp are also alled basi edges.Pratial Remark: It is just for onveniene that we allow only binary par-allelism in our programs. Our methods an be easily adapted to work also formore proedures being alled in parallel or even parallel do-loops.Also note that we do not onsider synhronization between parallel threads bybarriers or semaphores. Suh onstruts limit the amount of possible exeutionpaths. By ignoring these, we may get more possible exeution paths and thus(perhaps less preise but) still safe analysis results.3 Parallel Exeution PathsThe semantis of a parallel program is determined w.r.t. the set of parallel exe-ution paths. What we are now going to formalize is an interleaving semantis



for parallely exeutable threads. We need the following auxiliary de�nitions.Let E denote a �nite set of edges. Let w = e1 : : : en be a word from E� andI = fi1 < : : : < ikg � f1; : : : ; ng be a subset of positions in w. Then therestrition of w to I is given by wjI = ei1 : : : eik .The interleaving of subsets M1;M2 � E� is de�ned byM1 
M2 = fw 2 E� j 9I1 + I2 = f1; : : : ; jwjg : wjI1 2M1 and wjI2 2M2gHere, \+" denotes disjoint union of sets. Thus, M1 
M2 onsists of all possibleinterleavings of sequenes fromM1 andM2. Furthermore forM � E�, let pre(M)denote the set of all pre�xes of words in M , i.e.,pre(M) = fu 2 E� j 9v 2 E� : uv 2MgWe onsider the following sets of possible exeution paths:{ For p 2 Pro, the set �(p) of all exeution paths for p;{ For program point v of proedure p, the set �(v) of all paths starting at theentry point of p and reahing v on the same level (see below);{ For every proedure p, the set �r(p) of all paths starting at from a all ofmain and reahing some all of p;{ For every program point v, the set �r(v) of all paths starting at from a allof main and reahing program point v.These sets are given through the least solutions of the following onstraint sys-tems (whose variables for simpliity are denoted by �(p); �(v); �r(p); �r(v) aswell). Let us start with the de�ning onstraint system for the sets of same-levelexeution paths.�(p) � �(r) r return point of p (1)�(s) � f�g s entry point of a proedure (2)�(v) � �(u) � feg e = (u; v) basi edge (3)�(v) � �(u) ��(p) e = (u; v) alls p (4)�(v) � �(u) � (�(p1)
�(p2)) e = (u; v) alls p1 jj p2 (5)Lines (1) through (4) are the standard lines to determine the sets of all same-levelexeution paths as known from inter-proedural analysis of sequential programs.Line (1) says that the set of exeution paths of proedure p is the set of same-levelpaths reahing the return point of p. Line (2) says that at least � is a same-levelexeution path that reahes the entry point of a proedure. Line (3) says thatfor every basi edge e = (u; v), the set of same-level exeution paths reahingthe program point v subsumes all same-level exeution paths to u extended bye. Line (4) says that for every edge e = (u; v) alling a proedure p, the setof same-level exeution paths reahing the program point v subsumes all same-level exeution paths reahing u extended by any exeution path through theproedure p. Line (5) for a parallel all of p1 jj p2 has the same form as line (4).But now the same-level exeution paths to the program point before the all areextended by all interleavings of exeution paths for p1 and p2.



In order to speify the sets �r(p); �r(v), let us introdue the auxiliary sets�(v; p), v a program point, p a proedure, whih give the sets of exeutionpaths reahing v from a all of p. These auxiliary sets are de�ned as the leastsolution of the following system of onstraints:�(v; q) � �(v) v program point of proedure q (1)�(v; q) � �(u) ��(v; p) e = (u; ) alls p in q (2)�(v; q) � �(u) � (�(v; pi)
M) e = (u; ) alls p1 jj p2 in q (3)where M in line (3) is given by M = pre(�(p3�i)). The intuition behind thisde�nition is as follows. Line (1) says that whenever v is a program point ofproedure q, then the set of exeution paths from q to v subsumes all same-level exeution paths from q to v. Line (2) says that whenever at some edgee = (u; ) in the body of proedure q, some proedure p is alled, then theset of exeution paths from q to v subsumes all omputation paths onsistingof a same-level exeution path from q to the program point u followed by anexeution path from p to v. Finally, line (3) onsiders an edge e = (u; ) in thebody of q whih is a parallel all of p1 and p2. Then we have to append to thesame-level exeution paths to u all interleavings of exeution paths from pi to vwith pre�xes of same-level exeution paths for the parallel proedure.Given the �(v; q), we de�ne the values �r(v); �r(p) as the least solution of:�r(v) � �(v;main) v a program point�r(p) � �r(u) edge (u; ) alls p, p jj or jj pFor now, let us assume that all the sets of exeution paths�(v); �r(v); �(p); �r(p)are non-empty. In setion 7 we will explain how this assumption an be removed.4 SemantisLet D denote a omplete lattie and F � D ! D a subset of monotoni funtionsfrom D to D whih ontains �x:? (the onstant ?-funtion) and I = �x:x (theidentity) and is losed under omposition \Æ" and least upper bounds. While Dis meant to speify the set of abstrat properties, F desribes all possible wayshow properties may be transformed when passing from one program point tothe other. In this paper we make the following additional assumption:{ D is distributive, i.e., a u (b t ) = (a u b) t (a u ) holds for all a; b;  2 D ;{ D has height h <1, i.e., every asending hain of elements in D has lengthat most h+ 1;{ set F onsists of all funtions of the form f x = (a u x) t b with a; b 2 D .Sine D is distributive, all funtions f in F are distributive as well, i.e., f (atb) =(f a)t(f b) for all a; b 2 D . Let us also mention that neither D nor F is demandedto be �nite. However, sine D has height h, the lattie F has height at most 2h.The most prominent lass of problems that satisfy our restritions are bitvetorproblems like available expressions, reahing de�nitions, life variables or verybusy expressions [7℄. In these ases, we may hoose D = B h where B = f0 � 1g.



There are, however, further analysis problems whih meet our assumptions with-out being bitvetor problems. This is the ase, e.g., for simple onstant prop-agation. Simple onstant propagation tries to determine whether or not someonstant has been assigned to a variable whih later-on remains unhanged. Forthis appliation, we may hoose D = V ! B where V is the set of programvariables and B is the at lattie of possible values for program variables. Thus,an abstrat value d 2 D represents an assignment of variables to values. In par-tiular, D has height h = 2 � #V . Note furthermore that for simple onstantpropagation, all funtions f 2 F are of the speial form f = �x:(a u x) t b witha 2 f?;>g. Thus, asending hains of funtions have length at most 3 �#V .Let E denote a set of edges and [:℄ : E ! F denote an assignment of funtionsto edges. Then we extend [:℄ to sequenes w = e1 : : : en 2 E� and sets M � E�in the natural way, i.e., by[w℄ = [en℄ Æ : : : Æ [e1℄ [M ℄ = Ff[w℄ j w 2MgThus, espeially, [;℄ = �x:? (the least element in F), and [f�g℄ = [�℄ = I.Funtions [w℄ and [M ℄ are also alled the e�et of the sequene w and the setM , respetively.For the rest of this paper we assume that we are given an assignment[e℄ = fe = �x:(ae u x) t be 2 Fto eah basi edge e of our input program. Then program analysis tries to om-pute (approximations to) the following values:E�ets of Proedures: For eah proedure p, E�et(p) := [�(p)℄ denotes thee�et of the set of all same-level exeution paths through p;Reahability: For a start value d0 2 D , program point v and proedure p,Reah(v) := [�r(v)℄ d0 and Reah(p) := [�r(p)℄ d0 denote the least upperbounds on all abstrat values reahing v along exeution paths from main andthe least upper bound on all abstrat values reahing alls to p, respetively.The system of these values is alled the Merge-Over-all-Paths solution (abbre-viated: MOP solution) of the analysis problem. Sine the respetive sets of ex-eution paths are typially in�nite, it is not lear whether this solution an beomputed e�etively. The standard approah proposed in data-ow analysis andabstrat interpretation [3, 4, 2℄ onsists in putting up a set C of onstraints onthe values we are interested in. The onstraints are hosen in suh a way thatany solution to C is guaranteed to represent a safe approximation of the values.Quite frequently, however, the least solution of C equals the MOP solution [8,13℄. Then we speak of oinidene of the solutions, meaning that C preiselyharaterizes the MOP.In our present appliation, we are already given a onstraint system whose leastsolution represents the sets of exeution paths whih are to be evaluated. Byinspeting this onstraint system, we would naturally try to obtain onstraintsystems for e�et analysis and reahability just by abstrating the lattie of sets



of paths with our lattie F . Thus, the ordering \�" of set inlusion on sets ofpaths is mapped to the ordering on F ; set union and onatenation is mappedto least upper bounds and omposition of funtions. Indeed, this abstrationmapping [:℄ has the following properties:Proposition 1. Let M1;M2 � E�. Then the following holds:1. [M1 [M2℄ = [M1℄ t [M2℄;2. [M1 �M2℄ = [M2℄ Æ [M1℄ if both M1 and M2 are non-empty. utProposition 1 suggests a diret translation of the onstraint system for the setsof exeution paths into a onstraint system whih we are aiming at. The onlytwo obstales withstanding a diret translation are (1) an abstrat interleavingoperator (whih for simpliity is denoted by \
" as well), and (2) a way howto deal with pre�xes. For our abstrat latties, these two problems turn out tohave surprisingly simple solutions.For fi = �x:(ai u x) t bi, i = 1; 2, we de�ne the interleaving of f1 and f2 by:f1 
 f2 = �x:(a1 u a2 u x) t b1 t b2We have:Proposition 2. Let f1; f2; f 2 F. Then the following holds:1. f1 
 f2 = f1 Æ f2 t f2 Æ f1;2. (f1 t f2)
 f = f1 
 f t f2 
 f ;3. [M1 
M2℄ = [M1℄
 [M2℄ for non-empty subsets M1;M2 � E�.For a proof of Proposition 2 see appendix A. Let us now onsider the set pre(M)of pre�xes of a non-empty set M � E�. Then the following holds:Proposition 3. Let EM denote the edges ourring in elements of M where fore 2 EM , [e℄ = �x:(ae u x) t be. Then[pre(M)℄ = �x:x tB where B = Ffbe j e 2 EMg utThus, all the intersetions with the ae have disappeared. What only remains isthe least upper bound on the values be.5 E�et AnalysisNow we have all prerequisites together to present a onstraint system for ef-fet analysis. The least solution of the onstraint system de�nes values [p℄ forthe e�et of proedures p together with values [v℄ for the e�ets of same-levelexeution paths reahing program point v.[p℄ w [r℄ r return point of p (1)[s℄ w I s entry point (2)[v℄ w fe Æ [u℄ e = (u; v) basi edge (3)[v℄ w [p℄ Æ [u℄ e = (u; v) alls p (4)[v℄ w ([p1℄
 [p2℄) Æ [u℄ e = (u; v) alls p1 jj p2 (5)



Lines (1) through (4) are the lines to determine the e�ets of proedures asknown from inter-proedural analysis of sequential programs. Line (1) says thatthe e�et of proedure p is the e�et of what has been aumulated for thereturn point of p. Line (2) says that aumulation of e�ets starts at entrypoints of proedures with the identity funtion I = �x:x. Line (3) says that theontribution of a basi edge e = (u; v) to the value for v is given by the valuefor u extended by the appliation of the funtion fe assoiated with this edge.Line (4) says that the ontribution of an edge e = (u; v) alling a proedure p isdetermined analogously with the only di�erene that the funtion fe in line (3) isnow replaed with the e�et [p℄ of the alled proedure. Also line (5) for a parallelall has the same form. But now, in order to determine the ombined e�et ofthe parallely exeuted proedures p1 and p2, we rely on the interleaving operator\
". This onstraint system for e�et analysis is the diret abstration of theorresponding onstraint system for same-level reahing paths from setion 3.Therefore, we obtain (by distributivity of all involved operators):Theorem 1. The least solution of the e�et onstraint system preisely de-sribes the e�et of proedures, i.e.,E�et(p) = [p℄ and E�et(v) = [v℄for every proedure p and program point v. These values an be omputed in timeO(h � n) where n is the size of the program. ut
6 A Constraint System for ReahabilityAs for e�et analysis, we ould mimi the least �xpoint de�nition of the setsof reahing exeution paths through a orresponding onstraint system over F .Observe, however, that our de�ning onstraint system for reahing exeutionpaths in setion 3 has quadrati size. Clearly, we would like to improve on this,and indeed this is possible { even without sari�ing preision.Instead of aumulating e�ets in a topdown fashion as was neessary in the pre-ise de�nition of reahing exeution paths, we prefer a bottom-up aumulation{ a strategy whih is ommonly used in inter-proedural analysis of sequentialprograms. There, aumulation diretly starts at the main program and thensuessively proeeds to alled proedures.For eah program point v, let B(v) denote the least upper bound of all be, forall basi edges e possibly exeuted in parallel with v. This value is also alledpossible interferene of v. Formally, these values are determined through theleast solution of the following onstraint system:�(p) w be e basi edge in proedure p�(p) w �(q) proedure p alls q or q jj or jj qB(v) w B(p) v program point in pB(p) w B(u) (u; ) alls proedure pB(qi) w �(q3�i) tB(u) (u; ) alls q1 jj q2



We used auxiliary values �(p), p a proedure, to alulate the least upper boundon be for all basi edges possibly exeuted during evaluation of p. The wholesystem for omputing the values �(p), B(p) and B(v) is of linear size and uses\t" as only operation in right-hand sides. Suh kind of problems are also knownas \pure merge problems" and an be solved even in linear time.We will now onstrut a onstraint system as for inter-proedural reahabilityanalysis of sequential programs, but for eah program point additionally take itspossible interferene into aount. Thus, we onsider the values [[v℄℄; v a programpoint, [[p℄℄, p a proedure, whih are determined as the least solution of thefollowing onstraint system:[[main℄℄ w d0 (1)[[v℄℄ w B(v) and (2)[[v℄℄ w [v℄[[p℄℄ v program point in proedure p (3)[[p℄℄ w [[u℄℄ e = (u; ) alls p or p jj or jj p (4)Only line (2) makes the di�erene to a orresponding onstraint system forreahability in sequential programs. The intuition behind the onstraint systemis as follows. Line (1) says that initially the value reahing main should subsumethe initial value d0. Line (2) says that the value reahing program point v shouldsubsume its possible interferene. Line (3) says that when v is a program pointof proedure p, then the reahing value should also subsume the intra-proedurale�et of v applied to the value reahing p. Line (4) �nally says that the valuereahing a proedure should subsume the value of every program point wheresuh a all (possibly in parallel to another all) is possible.This onstraint system di�ers onsiderably from the onstraint system for thesets of reahing exeution paths. Nonetheless, we are able to prove:Theorem 2. The above onstraint system omputes preise reahability infor-mation as well, i.e.,Reah(p) = [[p℄℄ and Reah(v) = [[v℄℄for all program points v and proedures p. These values an be omputed in timeO(h � n) where n is the size of the program.For a proof see appendix B. Theorem 2 implies that programs with proeduresand parallelism are not harder to analyze than programs with proedures butwithout parallelism!
7 ExtensionsIn this setion, we disuss issues whih are important for the pratial applia-bility of the presented results. We do not laim that this setion ontains anynew ideas or onstrutions. Rather we want to emphasize that the onstru-tions known from the inter-proedural analysis of sequential programs an beextended to parallel programs in a straight-forward way.



7.1 Non-Reahable Program PointsSo far, we assumed that every program point is reahable by at least one exeu-tion path. In order to show that this assumption is not vital, let P and R denotethe sets of possibly terminating proedures and reahable program points, re-spetively. In order to ompute these sets, we instantiate our generi analysiswith D = f0 � 1g where for eah basi edge e, the funtion [e℄ = fe is givenby fe = I = �x:x, and the initial value d0 equals 1. The only funtions fromD ! D ourring during the analysis are �x:? and I. Both funtions are strit,i.e., map ? to ?. Therefore, we obtain:Proposition 4. For every proedure p and program point v, the following holds:1. [v℄ = I i� �(v) 6= ; and [p℄ = I i� �(p) 6= ;;2. [[v℄℄ = 1 i� �r(v) 6= ; and [[p℄℄ = 1 i� �r(p) 6= ;.In partiular, p 2 P i� [p℄ = I, and v 2 R i� [[v℄℄ = 1. utWe onlude that the sets P and R an be omputed in linear time.A non-reahable program point should not inuene any other program point.Therefore, we modify the given fg by removing all edges starting in programpoints not in R. By this edge removal, the sets of reahing exeution paths havenot hanged. Let us all the resulting fg normalized. Then we obtain:Theorem 3. Assume the fg is normalized. Then for every program point v andproedure p,1. E�et(v) = [v℄ and E�et(p) = [p℄;2. Reah(v) = [[v℄℄ and Reah(p) = [[p℄℄. utWe onlude that, after the preproessing step of normalization, our onstraintsystems will ompute a safe approximation whih is preise.Pratial Remark: Normalization of the fg may remove edges and thus someonstraints from the onstraint systems of the analysis. Therefore, omitting nor-malization may result in a less preise, but still safe analysis.7.2 Bakward AnalysisWhat we disussed so far, is alled forward analysis. Examples of forward anal-ysis problems are reahing de�nitions, available expressions or simple onstantpropagation. Other important analyses, however, determine the value at a pro-gram point v w.r.t. the possible future of v, i.e., the set of reverses of exeu-tion paths possibly following a visit of v. Examples are live variables or verybusy expressions. Suh analyses are alled bakward analyses. In ase that ev-ery forward reahable program point is also bakward reahable, i.e., lies on anexeution path from the start point to the return point of main, we an reduebakward analysis to forward analysis { simply by normalizing the fg followedby a reversal of edge orientations and an exhange of entry and return points ofproedures.



7.3 Loal and Global StateConsider an edge e = (u; v) in the fg whih alls a terminating proedure p(the treatment of a terminating parallel all to two proedures p1 and p2 isompletely analogous). So far, the omplete information at program point u ispassed to the entry point of p. Indeed, this is adequate when analyzing globalproperties like availability of expressions whih depend on global variables only.It is not (immediately) appliable in presene of loal variables whih are visibleto the aller but should be hidden from the allee p, meaning that they shouldsurvive the all unhanged [8, 13℄.To make things preise, let us assume that D = D l�D g where D l and D g desribeloal and global properties, respetively. Let us further assume that the globalpart of the urrent state is passed as a parameter to p, and also returned as theresult of the all, whereas the loal part of the program point before the all isby-passed the all using some transformer �e : D l ! D l . Reall that every f 2 Fis of the form f = �x:(x u a) t b with a; b 2 D . Sine D is a Cartesian produt,this implies that f = fl�fg where fl : D l ! D l and fg : D g ! D g independentlyoperate on the loal states and global states, respetively.Therefore, we an separate the analysis into two phases.The �rst phase onsiders just global values from D g . No loal state need to bepreserved during the all, and we use the original all edge.The seond phase then is purely intra-proedural and deals with the lattie D l .But now, sine the all at edge e has no e�et onto the loal state, we simplyhange e into a basi edge with [e℄ = �e.8 Conlusion and PerspetivesWe have shown how to extend the intra-proedural method of [11℄ to uni-formly and eÆiently apture inter-proedural bitvetor analyses of fork/joinparallel programs. Our method, whih omprises analysis problems like avail-able expressions, live variables or simple onstant propagation, passes the testfor pratiality, as it `behaves' as the widely aepted algorithms for sequentialinter-proedural program analysis. Moreover, even though preision an only beproved for fork/join parallelism, our algorithm may also be used for omputingsafe approximations for languages with arbitrary synhronization statements.Finally, due to its strutural similarity to the sequential ase, it an easily be in-tegrated in program analysis environments like e.g.MetaFrame or PAG, whihalready ontain the neessary �xpoint mahinery.As a next step, we plan a loser omparison with the automata theoreti ap-proah of Esparza and Podelski. The onsidered program strutures are obvi-ously similar, however, the range of possible analyses may be di�erent. As shownin [12℄, the automata theoreti approah is able to apture the model hekingproblem for all of the linear time temporal logi EF. It would be interesting tosee whether it is possible to adopt our tehnique to overing this logi as well, orwhether the automata theoreti approah, whih is signi�antly more omplexalready for the analysis problem onsidered here, is inherently more powerful.
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 [M2℄ = [M1℄ Æ [M2℄ t [M2℄ Æ [M1℄= [M2 �M1 [M1 �M2℄ v [M1 
M2℄Therefore, it remains to prove the reverse inequality. For that onsider w =e1 : : : em 2M1
M2 where for disjoint index sets I1; I2 with I1[I2 = f1; : : : ;mg,wi = wjIi 2Mi. We laim:[w℄ v [w1℄ Æ [w2℄ t [w2℄ Æ [w1℄



Clearly, this laim implies the statement (3) of our proposition. In order to provethe laim, let [ei℄ = �x:(aiux)tbi, i = 1; : : : ;m, [wj ℄ = �x:(Ajux)tBj, j = 1; 2,and [w℄ = �x:(A u x) tB. Then by de�nition,A = a1 u : : : u am = A1 uA2Now onsider value B. By de�nition,B = mGk=1(bk u ak+1 u : : : u am)We will show that for every k,bk u ak+1 u : : : u am v B1 tB2W.l.o.g. assume that k 2 I1 (the ase where k 2 I2 is ompletely analogous) andlet fj1; : : : ; jrg = fj 2 I1 j j > kg. Thenbk u ak+1 u : : : u am v bk u aj1 u : : : u ajr v B1whih implies the assertion. utB Proof of Theorem 2Let us start with the following simple but useful observation:Proposition 5. For every f 2 F , b 2 D and � = �x:x t b,f 
� = � Æ f utNext, we reformulate the onstraint system for reahability as follows. We in-trodue the new values [[v℄℄0; v a program point, and [[p℄℄0, p a proedure, whihollet the least upper bounds of diretly reahing values by ignoring possible in-terleavings with exeution paths possibly exeuted in parallel to v (or p). Thesevalues are determined as the least solution of the following onstraint system:[[main℄℄0 w d0 (1)[[v℄℄0 w [v℄ Æ [[p℄℄0 v program point in proedure p (2)[[p℄℄0 w [[u℄℄0 e = (u; ) alls p or p jj or jj p (3)By standard �xpoint indution we �nd:Proposition 6. For all program points v and proedures p,[[v℄℄ = [[v℄℄0 tB(v) and [[p℄℄ = [[p℄℄0 tB(p) utIn order to understand the \nature" of the values B(v), we onsider the setsP (v) of edges possibly exeuted in parallel with program points v. They aredetermined through the least solution of the following onstraint system:E(p) � feg e basi edge in proedure pE(p) � E(q) proedure p alls q or q jj or jj qP (v) � P (p) v program point in pP (p) � P (u) (u; ) alls proedure pP (qi) � E(q3�i) [ P (u) (u; ) alls q1 jj q2



By omparison of this onstraint system with the de�nition of the values �(p)and B(v); B(p) in setion 6, we obtain:Proposition 7. For every proedure p and program point v,1. �x:x t �(p) = I t [E(p)℄;2. �x:x tB(p) = I t [P (p)℄ and �x:x tB(v) = I t [P (v)℄. utMoreover, we have:Proposition 8. For every proedure p,[pre(�(p))℄ = I tF[E(p)℄ = �x:x t �(p) utIn order to simplify the proof of theorem 2, let us assume that all alls are parallelalls q1 jj q2. This assumption does not inur a restrition, sine an ordinary allto a proedure p an easily be simulated by a all to p jj q0 where q0 is a proedurewith just a single program point and no edges at all. Furthermore, it suÆes toprove the assertion of the theorem just for program points v (the assertion forproedures then is an immediate onsequene). We want to prove that for everyprogram point v, the value [[v℄℄ is a safe approximation of the value Reah(v),i.e., [[v℄℄ w Reah(v). By de�nition,Reah(v) = [�r(v)℄ d0 = [�(v;main)℄ d0Therefore, let w 2 �(v;main). Then there are program points u0; : : : ; um, exe-ution paths w0; : : : ; wm together with exeution paths w0i, proedures q(i)1 ; q(i)2and indies j(i) 2 f1; 2g for i = 1; : : : ;m suh that:{ um = v;{ wi 2 �(ui) for i = 0; : : : ;m;{ there are alls (ui�1; ) to q(i)1 jj q(i)2 ;{ u0 is a program point in main and for i > 0, ui is a program point in q(i)j(i);{ w0i 2 pre(�(q(i)3�j(i))) for i = 1; : : : ;m;{ w 2 fw0g � (fw01g 
 (fw1g � (: : : fw0m�1g 
 (fwm�1g � (fw0mg 
 fwmg)) : : :))).Let � = �x:x t P (v). Then by proposition 8,[w0i℄ v [pre(�(q(i)3�j(i)))℄ = I t [E(q(i)3�j(i))℄ v I t [P (v)℄ = �for all i = 1; : : : ;m. Therefore by proposition 5,[w℄ v (((: : : (([wm℄
 [w0m℄) Æ [wm�1℄)
 [w0m�1℄ : : :) Æ [w1℄)
 [w01℄) Æ [w0℄v (((: : : (([wm℄
�) Æ [wm�1℄)
� : : :) Æ [w1℄)
�) Æ [w0℄= � Æ (: : : (([wm℄
�) Æ [wm�1℄)
� : : :) Æ [w1℄ Æ [w0℄: : := � Æ [wm℄ Æ [wm�1℄ Æ : : : Æ [w0℄Sine ([wm℄ Æ : : : Æ [w0℄) d0 v [[v℄℄0, we onlude that[w℄ d0 v � [[v℄℄0 = [[v℄℄0 tB(v) = [[v℄℄



whih we wanted to prove.It remains to prove the reverse inequality, i.e., that (1) [[v℄℄0 v Reah(v) and (2)B(v) v Reah(v).Let us �rst onsider inequality (1). The value [[v℄℄0 is the least upper bound onvalues [w℄ d0 suh that there exit program points u0; : : : ; um, exeution pathsw0; : : : ; wm together with proedures q(i)1 ; q(i)2 and indies j(i) 2 f1; 2g for i =1; : : : ;m suh that:{ um = v;{ wi 2 �(ui) for i = 0; : : : ;m;{ there are alls (ui�1; ) to q(i)1 jj q(i)2 ;{ u0 is a program point in main and for i > 0, ui is a program point in q(i)j(i);{ w = w0 : : : wm.By indution on r = m� i (from r = 0 to r = m� 1), we �nd that for i > 0,wi : : : wm 2 �(v; q(i)j(i))and for i = 0, w = w0 : : : wm 2 �(v;main) = �r(v)Therefore, [w℄ d0 v [�r(v)℄ d0 = Reah(v)whih we wanted to prove.Now let us onsider inequality (2). By proposition 7, �x:x t B(v) = I t [P (v)℄.Therefore, it suÆes to prove for eah edge e 2 P (v), that be v Reah(v).Sine e 2 P (v), there exist program points u0; : : : ; um, exeution paths w0; : : : ; wmtogether with proedures q(i)1 ; q(i)2 , indies j(i) 2 f1; 2g for i = 1; : : : ;m, an indexk 2 f1; : : : ;mg and one exeution path w0 suh that{ um = v;{ wi 2 �(ui) for i = 0; : : : ;m;{ there are alls (ui�1; ) to q(i)1 jj q(i)2 ;{ u0 is a program point in main and for i > 0, ui is a program point in q(i)j(i);{ w0e 2 pre(�(q(k)3�j(k)).As above, we onlude that wk : : : wm 2 �(v; q(k)j(k)). By de�nition, then alsowk�1wk : : : wmw0e 2 �(v; q(k�1)j(k�1))(where in ase k = 1, we let q(0)j(0) = main) and therefore alsow0 : : : wk�1wk : : : wmw0e 2 �(v;main) = �r(v)We onlude thatbe v be t (ae u ([w0 : : : wmw0℄ d0)) = [w0 : : : wmw0e℄ d0 v [�r(v)℄ d0 = Reah(v)whih ompletes the proof. ut


